Night Outside the Museum: Helicon’s annual outdoor movie night in Tappan courtyard this year featured Terry Gilliam’s dystopian science fiction classic *Brazil*, and popcorn for all. more
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Welcome 2017 Graduate Student Cohort
Sarah Wheat, Carlo Berardi, Haely Chang, and Michelle Al-Ferzly join the U-M History of Art PhD program. more

**Mellon Curatorial Fellow:** Susan Dine

Dine will work on projects related to her interests in religious and ritual objects from Asia and their connection to the senses. more

**Alumni Stories:** Justin Wong, BA 2016

Open mindedness, critical thinking, and methods of interpretation inform the work of a record label production manager. more

**New Scholarship for Summer Internships**

**Alumni Stories:** Scarlet Batchelor, BA 2000
Internships help students gain an understanding of how institutions work that is applicable to many professions and pursuits. more

Sneakers as art: a conversation with a New Balance product manager-turned tech entrepreneur. more

New Scholars in Tappan Hall

History of Art welcomes Brendan McMahon, Julia Yezbick, and Fang Zhang to the Tappan Hall community. more
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